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ABSTRACT
Many factors have been shown to be important for supporting effective learning and teaching – and thus progression and success – in
higher education. While factors such as key introductory-level (CS1)
knowledge and skills, as well as pre-university learning and qualifications, have been extensively explored, the impact of measures of
positive psychology are less well understood for the discipline of
computer science. University study can be a period of significant
transition for many students; therefore an individual’s positive psychology may have considerable impact upon their response to these
challenges. This work investigates the relationships between effective learning and success (first-year performance and attendance)
and two measures of positive psychology: Grit and the Nicolson
McBride Resilience Quotient (NMRQ).
Data was captured by integrating Grit (N=58) and Resilience
(N=50) questionnaires and related coaching into the first-year of
the undergraduate computer science programme at a single UK
university. Analyses demonstrate that NMRQ is significantly linked
to attendance and performance for individual subjects and year
average marks; however, this was not the case for Grit. This suggests
that development of targeted interventions to support students in
further developing their resilience could support their learning,
as well as progression and retention. Resilience could be used, in
concert with other factors such as learning analytics, to augment a
range of existing models to predict future student success, allowing
targeted academic and pastoral support.
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INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognised that competence and resilience are important in maintaining effective learning and achieving successful
outcomes in higher education [19, 24, 44]. Competence can be seen
as current performance; so for first-year students it will initially be
determined by the knowledge, skills and experiences students arrive with and further develop as part of their studies. In the context
of computer science (CS), there are specific disciplinary challenges;
for example, learning programming for the first time remains a significant hurdle [15, 26, 38], with a range of issues impacting failure
rates [45]. Competence, however, is not all – positive psychology [36]
– a reflection of optimism in the face of challenges is also important
in maintaining effective learning and can be enhanced through
educational interventions [19, 44].
Student engagement is one of the key issues towards their success in higher education; attending university demands a sizeable
commitment on the part of an individual student (intellectually of
course, but also financially, as well as “socially”), and every student
accepted represents a significant commitment in time, resources
and effort on behalf of a university. Student engagement “has come
to refer to how involved or interested students appear to be in their
learning and how connected they are to their classes, their institutions,
and each other” [2, p. 38] and, among other factors, can be measured
based on time on task [21] and educational outcomes. University
study can be a period of significant transition for all students [39].
How an individual responds to these challenges may be influenced
in part by their sense of optimism or more formal their positive
psychology [36]. This work considers two key aspects of positive
psychology: grit [16, 17] and resilience [9].
The CS education research community has been working on
predicting student success for a number of years [31]. In this research we are not developing a model for predictive purposes, but
are instead employing the techniques to assess the strength of
relationship between different factors. A number of sociological,
psychological and economical models have been proposed in the
literature for retention prediction, with some success [35]. Recently,
artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches – especially

in the context of a wider higher education push on learning analytics – have been widely applied in success / retention prediction
(e.g. [1, 7, 22, 28]). However, there is limited published work related
to the prediction of a computer science student’s overall results
and attendance based on measures of positive psychology, which is
the focus of this work. In the context of a UK university this work
seeks to:
RQ1: explore and evaluate the relationship between first-year
CS student success and attendance using Duckworth’s 12item Grit scale;
RQ2: explore and evaluate the relationship between first-year
CS student success and attendance using NMRQ.
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BACKGROUND

Learning means different things to different learners [30, 33]. Effective learning is when this learning achieves the desired result [20].
There is a considerable corpus of work related to the promotion
of effective learning, which is significantly impacted by learner
engagement, and blockers to it [20, 30]. Early work related to the
blockers of learning focusing on student retention was carried out
by Tinto [39], who produced a model of student attrition, which suggested that student retention is influenced by student attributes and
experience combined with institutional factors. These attributes
include: previous educational input, family history and the individual’s own abilities whereas the institutional factors focus on
achievement while at university and faculty interactions. Since
then much work has focused on student retention [4, 8], largely by
exploring individual elements of this model and focusing primarily
on institutional factors. A number of studies have also investigated
the relationships between student success and student attributes,
including gender [23], pre-entry grades [27] and previous experience [29]. An alternative, and more positive, approach has been to
consider the challenges in the curricula studied; so-called “threshold concepts” and “troublesome knowledge” [25]. In the domain of
CS, threshold concepts have be argued to be largely related to programming [34], leading to research related to success seen through
the lens of programming (commonly fundamental programming
or “CS1”). This has been productive but can been argued to leave
a gap in our understanding of factors that can be predictors of
success [7, 22, 28]. In particular, in the case of troublesome knowledge, learners may need to perform in the face of adversity. Hence
a learners’ positive psychology and the further enhancement to
that positive psychology may be beneficial to learning threshold
concepts.
Seligman argued that there is “third factor – optimism or pessimism – that matters as much as talent or desire”[36, p. 13]. Seligman
goes further and argues that you can learn to be both optimistic or
helpless, thereby providing the foundations for positive psychology.
To have achieved access to university study, learners must have
acquired learning capabilities, disciplinary capabilities and some
learning or academic resilience. As part of university study, learners will enhance disciplinary capabilities, learning capabilities and
learning resilience. Many socioeconomic and societal issues as well
as context may influence a learners beliefs about their academic
capabilities is related to their motivation to achieve and ability

to persevere through difficult challenges [3, 46] and hence their
resilience.
Duckworth et al. building on the work of Seligman, defined
the term grit as “perseverance and passion for long term goals” [17,
p. 1087], reflecting the desire to achieve and determination to overcome challenges, which may be as important as raw talent. Duckworths’ work successfully correlates grit with higher education
success; however, it does not claim to precisely predict, instead
explaining a significant amount of variation in success. Grit is not
without criticism; the extent to which it it is correlated with the factors it is purported to predict may vary in different countries [13, 42],
suggesting there may be cultural differences that have an influence
upon its effectiveness.
A large number of scales have been developed in order to measure resilience; in this work we have chosen to use the NMRQ [9].
NMRQ is a shortened version of the Nicholson McBride Resilience
Questionnaire (12 questions rather then 64) [9]. NMRQ measures
“the ability bounce back from tough times or even triumph in the face
of adversity; to display tenacity, but not at the expense of reason”[9,
p. 1] NMRQ has been deployed successfully in a number of contexts,
including professional development of doctors [40] and retention
of underrepresented populations at university [18] and in several
commercial contexts [9]. This definition of resilience is consistent
with the educational challenges of higher education study, it is a
wider in scope than Grit including a variety of aspects of positive
psychology.
Recent work has mapped provision, pedagogy and practice to
deliver introductory programming (“CS1”) as part of undergraduate
computer science (and cognate) degree programmes in UK universities [15, 26, 38]. Existing work considers socio-demographic
variables (e.g. age, gender, ethnicity, education, work status, and disability) and study environment variables, such as course programme
and course block (e.g. [22]). Prediction of introductory programming performance based upon machine learning and source code
snapshots has had some success [1, 7], as has prediction based upon
in-class clicker questions [22]. The Predict Student Success (PreSS)
model, a composite model based upon programming self-efficacy,
mathematical ability based on a high school mathematics exit examination and number of hours per week a student plays computer
games achieved a 77.5% success rate in predicting CS1 [28]. The
prediction of CS1 performance based upon Grit [37] has been attempted; however, there is limited published work related to the
inclusion of positive psychology (including grit and resilience) or
attendance within these models for the prediction of success with
CS1 and wider success.
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METHOD

This paper reports the results of a study conducted in the Department of Computer and Information Sciences at a mid-range UK university, which offers a number of undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes in computer science, information science, networking
and cyber security and digital forensics. The department currently
has 67 full-time members of academic staff and approximately 1,400
students enrolled across all the programmes.
Data sets. Data was obtained by integrating two surveys, grit
and resilience, into the delivery of a first-year core subject (Systems

Table 1: Information about Subjects (Modules) constituting first-year of the Computer Science programme.
ID
CS1
DB
Web
CSFund
SysA

Subject / Module
Programming (Java)
Relational Databases
Web Technologies
Computing Fundamentals
Systems Analysis

Median mark
63.25
61
69.5
80
71

Topics
Variables, methods, Objects, conditionals, loops, arrays
Database fundamentals, SQL, ERDs, information security
Mark-up languages, HTML, CSS, usability, client-side processing, web security
Logic, von Neumann architectures, binary representation, maths foundations
Data collection techniques, UML Modelling, professional issues

Analysis/SysA) on a Computer Science degree during the second
week of teaching in the second semester (in early February) in a
class delivered by a member of the research team. Students were
asked to complete the surveys using the university’s electronic
learning platform and afterwards were encouraged to reflect upon
their results. The students were supported in the interpretation
of their results and guidance was provided regarding strategies
they could adopt to improve them in the context of their degree
studies. The study was approved by the university’s ethics board
and students were specifically asked for consent to use their data
for research. Data on student performance was obtained at the end
of the teaching year and consists of the results from five different
subjects over both semesters of the academic year as well as attendance data over the year. Table 1 provides information about the
five subjects and the average (median) mark obtained by students
in the data set for each.
The data set is comprised of the responses from the students
who formally consented to use their survey, giving a sample of 50
who completed the resilience survey and 58 who competed the grit
survey. Both surveys comprised 12 items, phrased as statements,
answered on five-point Likert scales from “strongly disagree (1)”
to “strongly agree (5)”. Scores for the resilience survey are added
together, yielding total scores between 12 and 60, while those for
the grit scale are averaged to produce mean values.
To explore the significance of the relationships, the problem was
framed as one of prediction. Therefore, it is necessary to separate
the students into classes and, as we are primarily interested in
performance, we split the students by means of their marks. The
sample was, broadly speaking, high performing students and, as
such, we used the median overall mark across all subjects (70) to
produce two classes. This is also appropriate as it happens to be the
cutoff for a 1st class honours degree in the UK (the highest honours
degree award you are able to achieve). It has been widely reported
in the UK media that there has been an increase in the number of
students struggling to cope and seeking counselling. Rising costs
of study and fear of failure to succeed (including achieving a “good
degree”) appear to be factors [10]; as such, to many students, this
is becoming the grade boundary that is seen as a success.
Model generation and analysis. We used logistic regression to perform classification between the high-performing and low-performing
binary student classes. We employed logistic regression as it works
well with a small number of input features and benefits from being
relatively simple to use and explain. The model outputs a number in
the range [0, 1], which represents the probability that the candidate
data point belongs to the positive class (i.e. a high-performing student). Analysis was conducted using the R statistical programming
environment and, more specifically, the Generalised Linear Model

(glm) library, which also permits automatic feature selection by
means of Akaike information criterion-based (AIC-based) stepwise
regression.
Before producing any regression models, we used correlation
analysis to understand whether the resilience and grit scale results
correlate with student performance, both on average over the year
and for individual subjects, and attendance. Correlation coefficients
were tested for significance using t-tests with the null hypothesis
that the coefficient is not significantly different from 0.
The quality of the regression models was assessed by their ability
to accurately predict the performance or attendance class. This is
assessed by evaluating the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and classifier accuracy.
For both measures, a value closer to 1.0 implies a better model and,
therefore, better predictive performance.
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RESULTS

Correlation analysis was first used to provide an indication as to
whether or not grit and resilience are predictive of student performance and attendance. If there is a high degree of correlation
between a psychological measure and a measure of performance or
level of attendance then it is likely that the former will be predictive
of the latter. This was followed by the use of logistic regression
models to analyse this predictive performance.

Figure 1: Correlation matrix of grit score against performance and attendance.

Table 2: Prediction performance of various models. · p < 0.1;
* p < 0.05
Model
overall ∼grit
SysA ∼grit
overall ∼resilience
CS1 ∼resilience
DB ∼resilience
Web ∼resilience
CSFund ∼resilience
SysA ∼resilience
attendance∼resilience
overall ∼best_model

x1
0.385
0.724
0.135
0.154
0.151
0.106
0.181
0.08
0.125
NA

p value
0.385
0.119
0.042 *
0.026 *
0.027 *
0.106
0.015 *
0.192
0.058 ·
NA

Accuracy
0.59
0.64
0.66
0.68
0.64
0.59
0.7
0.6
0.56
0.76

AUC
0.555
0.636
0.671
0.691
0.681
0.616
0.713
0.637
0.657
0.830

Figure 2: Correlation matrix of resilience score against performance and attendance.

Correlation analysis. Figures 1 and 2 show matrices of the results
of the correlation analysis. The size and depth of colour of the
circles indicates the degree of the correlation, with blue indicating
a positive correlation and red indicating a negative one. Any cells
of the matrix filled with a cross (X ) indicates that the correlation
coefficient is not significantly different from 0 and, therefore, that
the relationship between the two features is not significant.
These results indicate that, with the exception of the SysA subject, the total grit score (Figure 1) does not significantly correlate
with student performance or attendance. However, in the case of
resilience (Figure 2), we see that this psychological measure correlates significantly with student performance for all subjects, as well
as their average performance over the year, and with attendance. It
is also worth noting that attendance correlates significantly with
performance over all subjects, encouragingly suggesting that actually turning up to classes really does have a benefit! It is also
notable that, barring a single exception, the performance for all
subjects and overall performance are all significantly correlated
with each other - if a student performs well on one subject then
they tend to perform well generally.
Predicting performance with Duckworth’s 12-item Grit scale. The
first two rows of Table 2 summarise the performance of the overall
grit score as a predictor of overall student performance and student performance in the SysA subject. Although the accuracy and
AUC values do suggest that grit may have some relationship with
student performance, it is extremely weak and is not significant
in either case. We do not show results for the other subjects and
attendance as these are weaker still. These results suggest that
Duckworth’s 12-item grit scale does not have a strong relationship with undergraduate computer science student performance or
attendance.
Predicting performance with NMRQ. The remaining 8 rows of Table 2 summarise the performance of models built using the NMRQ

Figure 3: Performance of resilience-based models in terms
of accuracy (ACC) and ROC AUC.

(resilience) results as predictors of student performance and attendance. To aid comparison, these results are visualised in Figure 3.
Overall resilience score (the middle seven rows) is a significant
predictor of overall student performance as well as performance on
the individual subjects CS1, DB and CSFund, although this is not the
case for the subjects Web, SysA or for overall attendance. Predictive
accuracy and AUC are particularly high for CS1, the introduction
to programming subject (accuracy = 0.68, AUC = 0.691), and for
CSFund, which introduces students to core fundamental computer
science concepts and ideas (accuracy = 0.7, AUC = 0.713).
The final row of Table 2 and final two bars of Figure 3 summarise
the performance of a different model, which we refer to as “best”.
This model uses the individual component items of the NMRQ as
predictor variables, rather than the single variable (their sum) used
previously. Not all of these individual items will be predictive of
performance and, as should be the case for any well-designed scale,
some of the items strongly correlate with each other. As such, we
used automatic feature selection by means of AIC-based stepwise

Figure 4: ROC curve plot of best-performing resilience composite model (“best”).

regression to obtain a quasi-optimal model. This best model comprises six items from the 12-item NMRQ scale (question # 2, 5, 6,
9, 10 and 11). This model was obtained after seven steps of reducing the original 12-item model. The results demonstrate that this
model has considerably better predictive power than the sum of
the individual scores on its own. In predicting student performance
over the whole year, it achieves an accuracy on our data of 0.76 and
a AUC of 0.83, with compares favourably with the performance of
the model with the single predictor, which achieved an accuracy of
0.66 and an AUC of 0.671. Figure 4 visualises the ROC curve of this
model, demonstrating that both specificity and sensitivity of the
model are high for a large range of threshold values.
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DISCUSSION

Discussion related to correlation analysis. Grit scores were found
to not be significantly correlated with the overall average of the
first-year or with most of the first-year subjects, including CS1.
This is consistent with other similar research [37] and serves to
support the findings that, for some reason (possibly cultural factors), grit score is not related with performance on CS1 or to overall
first-year computer science performance in the UK. The only exception to this was for the Systems Analysis/SysA subject, whose
outcomes were significantly correlated with grit scores. This may
be explained by sub-disciplinary differences or differences in the
mode of assessment (SysA includes a substantial group project).
The significant correlation between resilience (NMRQ) and CS1
results is consistent with CS1 containing many of the threshold concepts of computer science [34], where one might expect additional
resilience to be necessary to overcome these hurdles, particularly for
less capable students. The correlation between resilience (NMRQ)
and overall first-year results supports the idea that resilience is a
significant predictive factor in the success of first-year computer

science students e.g. students with higher resilience have a tendency to achieve higher grades. The significant correlation with
attendance is also interesting: more resilient students appear to
attend more often. This may again be due to a need for increased
resilience when faced with difficult concepts and new ideas - when
presented with hurdles, it may be easier to simply disengage and
stop attending.
Discussion related to prediction models. The intention of the prediction models was not to generate formal models that could be
used in practice to predict success. This work recognises that success (or a lack of it) is not attributable to one single factor. The use
of the prediction models is to explore the extent to which prediction
is possible solely on the basis of the positive psychology measures.
It thereby explores the potential for the consideration of their use
in more sophisticated models that include other explanatory factors (for example student attributes) to predict student success.
Furthermore, if the positive psychology measures can be shown
to be predictive of student success, then interventions intended
to improve positive psychology may also improve student success
(as well as potentially support students to better manage stress
and the pressures of study), which may be more difficult, or even
impossible, for other student attributes.
In concordance with the correlation analysis, the prediction analysis indicates that grit is not a significant predictor of performance
on the overall programme, attendance, or any of the subject results. This suggests that grit is not a good candidate for inclusion
in further work to predict either subject results or overall results
for first-year computer science. However, the use of NMRQ to successfully measure resilience in this context is a new finding and is
striking considering the relative ease with which such a measure
can be employed. As it relies on psychological elements, it may
provide additional insight into student performance. Furthermore,
as resilience is something that one can work on to improve, this
suggests that initiatives related to raising learners resilience may
lead to greater levels of success.
In terms of predicting the individual subject results, the statistically significant results were for CS1, Databases (DB), and Computer Systems Fundamentals (CSFund), which are all assessed by
formal examinations. In contrast, resilience was not shown to be
significantly predictive in relation to Web Technologies (Web) and
Systems Analysis (SysA), both of which are assessed by project
work and, in the case of SysA, group project work. As such, we may
be observing a side effect of the assessment vehicles adopted. In
other words, project work may provide more scaffolding to learning than traditional examinations and hence success in examined
subjects may require greater resilience. The group work element in
the assessment of SysA may provide peer support / mentoring to
make an individual’s resilience of less importance.
Based on the results from the stepwise feature selection, the
items of resilience scales that appear most significant and appear to
be candidates for improvement initiatives are: [2. ] I influence where
I can, rather than worrying about what I can’t influence.; [5. ] I am
calm in a crisis.; [6. ] I’m good at finding solutions to problems.; [9. ]
I try to control events rather than being a victim of circumstances.;
[10. ] I trust my intuition.; and [11. ] I manage my stress levels well..
For each of these factors, students could be exposed to relevant

practical guidance and supporting techniques to enhance their competence related to the issue in question. Standard techniques exist
to grow resilience [32, 43, 44], for example resilience workshops,
small group problem solving, reflection, cognitive behavioural training, mindfulness and relaxation training, and mentoring. Growing
resilience is a complex process that is not fully understood [32] and
hence an area for further research in its own right.
Limitations. As stated previously, the goal of this work was not
to develop a complete prediction model; instead it was to evaluate the efficacy of positive psychology measures in the context of
understanding part of student success and engagement. The statistical analysis provides some confidence. The correlations between
resilience and overall performance/CS1 performance remain statistically significant down to the 1% significance level. However, there
are some threats to the validity of the study.
The key phenomena explored in this work (engagement, resilience and effective learning) are all measured by proxy measures.
It is acknowledged that this abstraction may result in an oversimplification of a complex problem and further work based on a more
qualitative basis is recommended. This research was based around a
single cohort of students. There are advantages to this approach in
that there is confidence all individuals were encouraged to engage
in the same learning and completed the same assessments. However, it is the nature of higher education provision that differences
in delivery will occur from year to year (technology evolves or
academic staff change for example). Equally, alternative approaches
to expanding the size of the sample are also subject to challenges.
For example, differences will exist between different universities’
deliveries of computer science programmes. However, a downside
and threat to validity is the sample size could be larger.
The manner in which the grit and NMRQ measures were gathered could have introduced a self-selection bias. Not all students
attended the sessions in which the surveys were completed and,
although students did have the option to complete the surveys outside the sessions, none took this opportunity. Of the students who
completed the survey, not all of the students gave their consent to
be included in this study. As such it is possible that non-attending
students would demonstrate different results, as could those who
did not give consent for their data to be used in the study. Finally, it
is typically good practice in the development of prediction models
to have separate test and training data to validate the models generated. In the context of educational success, this typically means
that data obtained from one semester or term is used to predict
outcomes in a subsequent semester or term. In this case, it was
decided that there was insufficient data to sensibly do this and,
therefore, it is possible that the “best” model in particular may be
over fit.
The intention of this work was thus not to contribute a prediction
model, but rather to investigate the use of positive psychology measures, which could then be added to existing approaches. In addition,
whilst the work focuses upon measures of positive psychology it
is important to note positive psychology is linked with a range of
social, cultural, familial and economic factors. It is important to
remain cognisant of these factors in the design of interventions
intended to grow resilience.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Promoting effective learning and student success remains a key issue in higher education, particularly in the area of computer science,
with high failure rates reported for introductory programming in
particular [5, 45]. As such, considerable work has been undertaken
to understand the factors that have influence on these outcomes.
This work sought to investigate the use of positive psychology measures, specifically grit and resilience in the form of short 12-item
questionnaires, as tools for understanding undergraduate student
success and attendance. The responses to in-class questionnaires
(N=58 and N=50) and end-of-year student marks and attendance
records were analysed using correlation analysis and logistic regression. This analysis suggests a significant relationship between
resilience and 12-item NMRQ scale (RQ2) but that the same is not
true for the 12-item grit scale (RQ1).
This work adds to the existing corpus of work on promoting
student success by demonstrating the utility of positive psychology
measurements and as an additional candidate factor for inclusion in
prediction models. Such measures are relatively easy to implement
and, as they have no educational dependencies, can be administered
at an appropriate point in the academic year when students can
be supported to grow their resilience and flourish in their studies.
Additionally, as a source of predictive data, they could potentially
be used in concert with previously-investigated features, such as
entry data, test results, in-class quizzes or time spent gaming, etc.
to provide even more accurate predictions.
The results of this single-institution study lead to a number of avenues for possible future work, framed around the following seven
themes. Firstly, this quantitative research could be supplemented by
qualitative research to develop further understanding of the factors
involved. Secondly, initiatives related to the development of student
resilience can be deployed and their effectiveness evaluated (for
example: personal development, peer mentoring, mindfulness, etc).
Thirdly, the study could be replicated with further/larger cohorts
and/or at other universities (or other educational environments)
to ensure results can be replicated, increase the sample size and
strengthen the statistical basis. Fourthly, the methodology could
be adjusted to minimise self-selection bias. Fifthly, using resilience
(and NMRQ) in models alongside other factors (social, economic,
cultural, familial etc) identified in related studies further studies can
be carried out in order to further augment and enhance the understanding and promotion of student success. Additionally, positive
psychology measures (and more specifically NMRQ) are candidates
for inclusion in learning analytic models related to student success.
Finally, we recognise that there is a specific UK context to some of
these computer science education challenges – both with substantial national (school-level) curriculum and qualifications reform [6],
as well as a significant socio-economic push to produce more graduates with “high-value” digital, data and cyber skills [11, 12, 14, 41].
However, aspects of these reforms (with similar policy drivers)
are being replicated internationally e.g. changes to school-level
curricula or rethinking computing programmes, pedagogies and
practice in university. We thus recognise similar challenges and
opportunities in a number of other jurisdictions which provides a
foundation for replicability, portability and extension of this work.
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